
The Geodis group, based in France,
provides supply chain management

solutions with a particular emphasis on
four major industrial segments—
engineering, electronics, health care and
automotive—as well as consumer goods. 
It maintains an international network of
offices in 40 countries worldwide, and its
intranet is vital to the coordinated efforts
of 25,000 company employees.

Jean-Louis Leserteur, director of
information services for Geodis Overseas,
explains the concerns of his IT
organization in developing the new
corporate intranet. “When dealing with
projects this vital for our company, any
outsourcing of production means splitting
control of the application,” he says. 
“The challenge we faced was to find an
appropriate and easy-to-learn tool that
would allow us to maintain our control
over project execution and monitor the
enhancements requested by our clients.”

These two requirements were the basis for
the specifications drawn up by IT
management with a view to testing the
different tools available. The project
management group assembled by Geodis
found that OptimalJ was clearly superior.
“OptimalJ proved to be about 40 percent
more efficient than its closest competitor,”
Leserteur declares.
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CHALLENGE
Geodis Overseas, part of the Geodis
industrial shipment and logistics group,
needed to develop applications in 
J2EE for its new intranet portal, with
maximum speed and flexibility.

COMPUWARE ANSWER
A specially convened IT project
management group for Geodis
developed specifications for the tools
they needed for Java development.
They selected OptimalJ from
Compuware, which proved to develop
applications 40 percent faster than 
its competitors.
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“But that’s not its only advantage. It’s so
easy to use that we didn’t have to hire a
substantial Java-dedicated team. In fact,
after a single week of training, our in-
house specialists were able to start the
development of the first applications on
their own, on the basis of operational
documents that had been collected over
the last two years.”

Leserteur’s experience demonstrates one 
of the principal benefits of OptimalJ. 
With its model-driven, pattern-based
development, OptimalJ makes it possible
to increase developer productivity
dramatically. Building a visual model of
the application provides several important
advantages: 

• a high-level view of the application 

• reuse of objects and rules 

• consistency during development 

• implementation independence: when
changes are made to the infrastructure,
for example, the model remains valid. 

Geodis Develops Intranet in J2EE 
with Compuware’s OptimalJ Workshop

story
When Geodis Overseas, a subsidiary of the Geodis group, one of

the world’s major players in industrial shipments and logistics,

decided to deploy its new intranet applications, it had to find 

the most appropriate tools and methods of development and

operational implementation. After extensive research and review,

a specially convened project management group selected

OptimalJ, Compuware’s advanced Java development

environment, for this critical business task.

This Compuware solution used:

• OptimalJ



“OptimalJ is 

two years ahead 

of the competition.”

Jean-Louis Leserteur, Director of Information
Services, Geodis Overseas

“Coding is the essential phase of any
software project, and anything that makes
it easier and enhances its quality, saves an
enormous amount of time in development
and implementation,” confirms Leserteur.
“Thanks to OptimalJ, the code can now
be recompiled after adding new features.
Modifications can therefore be made
without reviewing the entire solution
because the objects generated can simply
be integrated as the development process
continues.”

The IT team at Geodis believes that
OptimalJ is “two years ahead of the
competition,” Leserteur says. The new
applications it has helped produce have
already saved 30 to 40 percent of the time
previously estimated for their development
(about 150 days for the first applications
developed).
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With OptimalJ, development teams can
concentrate on what the business needs
from the application—what to build—
without being bogged down in the details
of Java code—how to build it. OptimalJ
automates routine coding and enables 
IT organizations to meet the biggest
challenge of today’s business climate: 
do more with less.
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High-performance Applications

The gain in speed and productivity from
OptimalJ does not come at the expense of
quality. That was vital for Leserteur, since
the IT organization at Geodis Overseas is
well known throughout the company for
the quality of its intranet and extranet
tools accessible from thin clients. 

For instance, the Track & Trace
application for event monitoring is
accessible world-wide and can be
consulted by major Geodis clients such as
TMM and IBM. Bolstered by the decision
to acquire OptimalJ, the Geodis Overseas
IT organization decided to centralize all
applications of the same type (and
accessible via the Internet) in a single
machine. The new Geodis Overseas
portal, called Networks, now contains all
the legacy applications and the new
products developed using OptimalJ.

Rapid automated code-generating options
make it possible to create new J2EE
applications without having to write a
single line of code. In fact, all that is
needed is the general operating
documentation containing all the users’
requirements. OptimalJ then improves and
accelerates the implementation of the
applications prepared. Moreover, the code
generated is so clean that considerable
time is saved in the testing and 
debugging phases.
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KEY FACTS

Geodis group

• the leading industrial logistics
specialist in France

• one of the top-ranking European
operators in the field

• sales of €3.5 billion in 2001, with 
offices in 40 countries and over 
25,000 employees

• OptimalJ installed on a Sun 3800 
with a Tomcat server

• a team of Geodis staff assisted by 
a Compuware OptimalJ specialist
charged with development of new
technologies.


